Commencement ceremonies
USE Graduation (School)
Commencements
USE Graduation (School)
Communes (China)
USE Collective settlements—China
Computers
UF Electronic digital computers
RT Calculators
Programming
— Programming
USE Programming (Computers)
Conduct of life
Here are entered works on moral and ethical values in everyday life.
RT Behavior
NT Selfishness
Conservation of natural resources
UF Nature conservation
Contraception
USE Birth control
Contract bridge
USE Bridge (Game)
Cookery
— Buffets
USE Cooking (Buffets)
— Natural foods
USE Cooking (Natural foods)
Cooking (Buffets)
UF Buffets (Cooking)
Cookery—Buffets [Former heading]
Cooking (Health foods)
USE Cooking (Natural foods)
Cooking (Natural foods)
UF Cookery—Natural foods [Former heading]
Cooking (Health foods)
Cooking (Organic foods)
USE Cooking (Natural foods)
Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547
USE Cortés, Hernando, 1485-1547
Cortés, Hernando, 1485-1547
UF Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547
Cortez, Hernando, 1485-1547
— USE Cortés, Hernando, 1485-1547
Cosmogony
USE Cosmology
Universe
Cosmography
USE Cosmology
Universe
Cosmology
Here are entered works on the general science or philosophy of the universe. Works limited to the physical description of the universe are entered under the heading Universe.
UF Cosmogony
Cosmography
BT Universe
Cottonmouth
USE Water moccasin
Counting
RT Counting-out rhymes
Counting games
BT Mathematical recreations
Number games
Counting-out rhymes
Here are entered rhymes traditionally used to count out or eliminate a player in a child's game. Counting books in rhyme are entered under Counting.
RT Counting
Coutesy
USE Etiquette
Courtship in animals
USE Animals—Courtship
Covetousness
USE Greed
Cow
USE Nutria
Creative activities and seat work
USE Handicraft
Indoor games
Mathematical recreations
Puzzles
Creatures, Imaginary
USE Imaginary creatures
Cree language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Cree containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Cree intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Cree language materials.
Cree language materials
Here are entered works written in Cree intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Cree language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Cree containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Cree language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Crested penguins
USE Eudyptes
Cricket
— Fiction
USE Cricket stories
BT Sports—Fiction
Cricket stories
USE Cricket—Fiction
Cruela
USE Cruela
Cruceus
USE Crustacea
Crustaceans
USE Crustaceans
Cryptogram stories
USE Ciphers—Fiction
Cycling
USE Bicycles and bicycling
Cyclists
USE Bicyclists
Czechos
— Folklore
USE Folklore, Czech
Daddy longleg spiders
USE Pholcidae
Daddy longlegs
USE Opiliones
Danish language
— Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Danish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Danish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Danish language materials.
Danish language materials
Here are entered works written in Danish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Danish language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Danish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Danish language—Readers.
— Bilingual
Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321. Divine comedy
USE Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321, Divine comedy
Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321, Divine comedy
USE Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321, Divine comedy
Data processing
USE Electronic data processing
RT Computers
Programming (Computers)
Programming languages (Computers)
Day
De Ruyter, Michael, 1607-1676. (Not Subd Geog)
USE Ruyter, Michiel Adriaanszoon de, 1607-1676
De Soto, Hernando, approximately 1500-1542
USE Soto, Hernando de, approximately 1500-1542
Deltodontidae
USE Dolphin family (Mammals)
Dendrohyraxes
USE Poison frogs
Detective and mystery plays
USE Mystery and detective plays
Detective and mystery stories
USE Mystery and detective stories
Detective and mystery television programs
USE Mystery and detective television programs
Devotional exercises
USE Prayer books and devotions
Diaries
USE Diaries (Blank-books)
Diaries (Blank-books)
USE Diaries
Dictators
RT Kings, queens, rulers, etc.
Diet
RT Weight control
Dietrich, von Freiberg, approximately 1250-approximately 1310
USE Theodoric of Freiberg, approximately 1250-approximately 1310
Digestive system
Dinosaurs
RT Fossils
Dirt, Household
USE Household dirt
Dirtness
USE Cleanliness
Disappointment
BT Hope
Doctors without Borders (Association)
USE Médecins sans frontières (Association)
Dog family (Mammals)
USE Canidae
Dogs
USE Puppies
Dolphin family (Mammals)
USE Delphinidae
Domestics
USE Household employees
Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1881. Crime and punishment
USE Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1881. Prestuplenie i nakazanie
Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1881. Prestuplenie i nakazanie
USE Dostoyevsky, Fyodor, 1821-1881. Crime and punishment
Drama
— Collections
USE Plays—Collections
Driftwood
BT Wood
Drug abuse
USE Drugs and youth
Drugs
USE Drugs and youth
Drugs and youth
USE Drug abuse
Drugs
USE Drugs
Duck-billed dinosaurs
USE Hadrosauridae
Duckbill dinosaurs
USE Hadrosauridae
Ducklings
USE Ducks
Ducks
USE Ducklings
Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870. Three musketeers
USE Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870. Trois mousquetaires
Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870. Trois mousquetaires
USE Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870. Three musketeers
Dust
NT Household dirt
Dysfunctional families
USE Family problems
E. coli infections
USE Escherichia coli infections
Easter
— Fiction
USE Easter stories
Easter stories
USE Easter—Fiction
Eating customs
RT Table etiquette
Echidnas
USE Spiny anteaters
Tachyglossidae
Echinodermata
USE Echinoderms
Echinoderms
USE Echinodermata
Egyptian Islamic Jihad
USE Tanzim al-Jihad al-Islâmi (Organization)
Effel Tower (Paris, France)
USE Tour Eiffel (Paris, France)
Eighteen wheelers
USE Tractor trailers
Elaphe
USE Rat snakes
Electric power plants
Electric power plants, Underground
USE Electronic digital computers
Electronic data processing
USE Data processing
Electronic digital computers
USE Computers
CSH-4
--- Fiction
UF College stories

Untidiness
USE Cleanliness
Orderliness

Urinary incontinence
NT Bedwetting

Vacation Bible schools
UF Vacation schools, Christian
Vacation schools, Christian
USE Vacation Bible schools
Vaganoa Choreographic Institute
USE Kirov Ballet Academy

Valley animals
UF Valley fauna
Valley fauna
USE Valley animals
Velnika Sibirskaia magistral
USE Trans-Siberian Railway

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Around the world in 80 days
USE Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Around the world in eighty days

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Around the world in eighty days
UF Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Around the world in 80 days
Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Tour du monde en quatre-vingt/jours

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Journey to the center of the earth
UF Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Voyage au centre de la terre
Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Tour du monde en quatre-vingt/jours
USE Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Around the world in eighty days
Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Voyage au centre de la terre
USE Verne, Jules, 1828-1905. Journey to the center of the earth

Vervet monkey
UF Cercopithecus aethiops
Vesperpitilionidae
USE Plain-nosed bats

Vietnamese language
--- Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Vietnamese containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Vietnamese intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Vietnamese language materials.

Vietnamese language materials
Here are entered works written in Vietnamese intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Vietnamese language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Vietnamese containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Vietnamese language—Readers.

--- Bilingual

Vieux Carré (New Orleans, La.)
USE French Quarter (New Orleans, La.)

Virgil, Aeneid
UF Virgil, Aeneis
Virgil, Aeneis
USE Virgil, Aeneid

Wedding birds
UF Ciconiiformes

Waiters
USE Waiters and waitresses

Waiters and waitresses
UF Waiters
Waiters
Waitresses

Waitresses
USE Waiters and waitresses

Weisse Rose (Resistance group)
USE White Rose (German resistance group)

Winning and losing
UF Losing and winning

Winter
NT Jack Frost

Wit and humor
UF American wit and humor
English wit and humor

SA subdivision Humor under names of individual persons, corporate bodies, and sacred works, and under topical subjects

NT Jokes

Witchcraft
Here are entered works on those practicing or accused of practicing sorcery or witchery. Works on Halloween witches and other witches of fantasy are entered under Witches.

RT Witches
--- Fiction
UF Paranormal fiction

Witches
Here are entered works on Halloween witches and other witches of fantasy. Works on those practicing or accused of practicing sorcery or witchery are entered under Witchcraft.

RT Witchcraft

Women
Women and religion
USE Women in religion

Witches
Here are entered works on those practicing or accused of practicing sorcery or witchery. Works on Halloween witches and other witches of fantasy are entered under Witchcraft.

RT Witchcraft

Wood
NT Driftwood

Wood carving

World War, 1939-1945
--- Displaced persons
USE World War, 1939-1945—Refugees
--- Refugees
UF World War, 1939-1945—Displaced persons

World’s Fair (1889 : Paris, France)
USE Paris World’s Fair (1889)

X rays

Yiddish language
--- Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Yiddish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Yiddish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Yiddish language materials.

Yiddish language materials
Here are entered works written in Yiddish intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Yiddish language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Yiddish containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Yiddish language—Readers.

--- Bilingual

Yoruba (African people)
--- Folklore
UF Folklore, Yoruba

Youth movements
--- Germany
NT Hitler Youth

Youths' writings
UF High school students' writings
Teenagers' writings

Zoogeography
USE Animal distribution

Zulu (African people)
--- Folklore
UF Folklore, Zulu

Zulu language
--- Readers
Here are entered reading texts in Zulu containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language. Works written in Zulu intended primarily for general information or recreational reading are entered under Zulu language materials.

Zulu language materials
Here are entered works written in Zulu intended primarily for general information or recreational reading. Such works with text also given in English are further subdivided by the subdivision Bilingual, i.e., Zulu language materials—Bilingual. Reading texts in Zulu containing material for instruction and practice in reading that language are entered under Zulu language—Readers.

--- Bilingual